The hippocampus is heavily involved in the learning and memory processes necessary to successfully encode environmental stimuli and representations over time. Impairment of hippocampal function is associated with numerous neuropsychiatric diseases and can lead to detriments in the quality of life. In order to take full advantage of preclinical models of these disorders, there is a need for the development of more refined measures of clinically relevant hippocampal behaviors. While arena-based navigation tasks have provided fundamental information regarding the role of the hippocampus in spatial memory, the development of automated operant variants have had mixed results. Recently, an automated touch-screen paradigm has been shown to be highly sensitive to hippocampal function in the rat and eliminated mediating strategies that arose in previous tasks. Here we show that mice with lesions encompassing the entire ventral portion of the dorsal hippocampus are impaired on pattern separation behavior using a delayed nonmatching-to-location (TUNL) adapted for mice. Lesioned mice readily acquired the task at control rates when separations were maximal and delay periods were short while decreasing separations significantly impaired lesion mice. However, in contrast to previously reported results in the rat, consistently increasing delays did not significantly impair performance in the lesion group. Presentation of a variable delay within a session significantly impaired performance in lesion mice across delay periods. The current results demonstrate the utility of a touch-screen paradigm for measuring hippocampal-dependent pattern separation in the mouse and establish the paradigm as an important platform for future studies in disease models.
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Introduction
There is a wealth of data demonstrating the involvement of the hippocampus in learning and memory processes (Deadwyler, Bunn, & Hampson, 1996; Bannerman et al., 1999; Burgess, Maguire, & O'Keefe, 2002) . The ability to successfully encode and discriminate distinct environmental stimuli is essential for survival and the hippocampus has been shown to be essential for these processes across species (Scoville & Milner, 1957; Dunnett, Wareham, & Torres, 1990; Gilbert, Kesner, & Lee, 2001; Sloan, Dobrossy, & Dunnett, 2006) . Loss of hippocampal function has been associated with neuropsychiatric disease such as Alzheimer's disease, schizophrenia and neurodevelopmental insults and can have major impacts on quality of life (Braak, Braak, & Bohl, 1993; Daenen, Wolterink, Gerrits, & Van Ree, 2002; Brady, Allan, & Caldwell, 2012) . The development of more refined behavioral endpoints in order to increase the translational potential of data generated in animal models has become an increasing focus in biomedical research. Traditionally, studies examining insults and disease models targeting the hippocampus have relied primarily on arenabased tasks such as the radial arm and Morris water mazes. These tasks have provided important information regarding the role of the hippocampus in spatial location memory, but also have disadvantages (Xavier, Oliveira-Filho, & Santos, 1999) . While automated tracking and analysis can decrease experimenter demands and potential bias in these tasks, they still require a high level of motor response in the animals. Further, tasks utilizing escape from aversive environments can cause undue stress in subjects which may lead to confounded results. With the increasing use of techniques to examine and control neuronal activity, such as in vivo electrophysiology and optogenetic stimulation/inhibition, there is also an increasing need for assays that allow for easy integration with these systems.
